Supporting Better Care Delivery with Faster, Lower Cost, and More Reliable Data Flow

InterSystems HealthShare Health Connect is an integration engine helping a top 3 IDN better serve its mission of delivering efficient, compassionate, personalized care.

Here’s how Health Connect helped one of the top 3 integrated delivery networks (IDNs) achieve smooth data migration and maximize value:

- **Faster**
  - Slashed project completion time by 40%
  - Faster legacy interface conversion than competing products’ benchmarks

- **More Scalable**
  - 2,000+ interfaces deployed in less than 2 years

- **More Reliable**
  - 0 hours of unscheduled downtime due to the software in 3.5 years

- **More Valuable**
  - Saving $21+ million in interface development costs alone

Learn how InterSystems supports growing IDNs and HIEs:
InterSystems.com/IDN-HIE-stories

$3,000 in development cost savings per interface • 7,000 interface conversions

*And additional savings by terminating legacy software license*